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1. Introduction 
In [3] Frank1 and Wilson proved the following finite set intersection theorem 
which had many important geometric consequences. 
Theorem. If 9 is a family of k-subsets of an n-set and k, pl,. . . , cc, are distinct 
module a prime p such that for distinct sets F, F’ in 9, IF n F’I = pi (mod p) for 
some 1 G i SS, then S contains at most (y) k-subsets. 
It is interesting to know what happens for composite moduli. Frank1 and 
Rosenberg proved in [2] that the same conclusion holds for composite moduli 
provided s = 1. Later Frank1 [l] constructed a counterexample for the case p = 3, 
n large and modulus 6, and also another counterexample for the case s = $(q2- q), 
n large and modulus q2, where q is a prime 25. Singhi observed that the methods 
of [3] yield a positive answer for the case s = 2 and prime-power moduli. The 
question remains open for the case s = 2 and composite, non-prime-power 
moduli. The first interesting case is with modulus pq and 
(k - &(k - cc2) = 0 (mod ~4. 
The number-theoretic question below arises from Frankl’s construction of the 
counterexamples mentioned above. Let 
be a polynomial of degree t in Q[x]. Let m be a positive integer. Suppose that for 
integers 0 <x G 2t, f(x) (mod m) has at most two values. 
Problem. Is it true that f(x) (mod m) takes at most two values as x runs through 
all integers? 
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A negative answer to this problem would yield a counterexample to the finite 
intersection theorem with s = 2 and modulus m. The purpose of this note is to 
provide a partial aBirmative answer to the problem above. More precisely, we 
prove 
Theorem 1. Let f(x) and m be as above. Write m = flPpime pmtp). Then 
f(x) (mod m) takes at most two values for x E Z if 
(i) for all but possibly one prime f(x) (mod pmtp)) takes one value; or 
(ii) there is a prime p such that f(x) (mod p m(p)) takes two noncongruent values 
for 0 6 x ~2t and the largest index i with ci +O (mod p) is ~(p - l)p”, where 
cz = [log, t] is the integral part of log, t. 
2. The polynomial (:) 
For an integer i 30, denote by (3 the polynomial 
x(x - 1) - ..(x--ii+) 
i! 
. 
Many interesting properties of (3 are discussed in [4]. Here we only list those 
which will be used in this paper. Refer to [4] for unproved statements. 
Propo&ion 2. Let p be a prime and p = [log, i]. Then (3 (mod p) has period p’+‘. 
proposition 3 (Lucas’ Theorem). Let p be a prime. If x = x0 + xlp + - - * + qp’ and 
i = i,+i,p+* * *+&I’, where OGXj, ij s p - 1 for 0 s j c r, are base p expansions of 
x and i respectively, then 
Proposition 4. Let p be a prime and OSiSp-1. Then 
0 (modp) ififp-1, 
1 (modp) ifi=p-1. 
Proof. This follows from 
x:gc) x Yi=(l+y)o+(l+y)‘+(l+y)*+’ * .+(l+y)P_' i 
=(l+Y)‘-Lyp4 - (mod p). 
Y 
Notice the parallel result for 0 s i s p - 1: 
0 (modp) if ifp-1, 
p-l (modp) if i=p-1. 
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When x is replaced by x + a, (“T”) is also a polynomial of degree i and hence is a 
linear combination of c), 0 <j Q i. More precisely, we have 
l?roposition 5. For un integer a 3 0, 
A proof can be found in, for instance, [5]. 
Let 
g(x) = 4 (gx)+. . -+4($ d&z. 
Proposition 6. If g(x) E mZ for 0 <x < t, then m divides 4 for i = 0, . . . , t. 
Proof. Since for 0s ist, 
g(i) = 4 (;)+dl(f)+- . .f4-1(i?l)+d. 
C& E mZ follows immediately from g(i) E mi! and do, . . . , t&-I E mZ by induction. 
In what follows, we fix a polynomial 
as in the Introduction. 
3. f(x) module a prime 
Let p denote a prime throughout this section. We begin by proving Theorem 1 
for the case where m is a prime power. This is also known to Frankl. 
Proposition 7. f(x) (mod m) takes at most two values if m = p” is a prime power. 
Proof. If f(x) (mod m) takes only one value for 0 <x < t, then f(x) = 
constant (mod m) and there is nothing to prove. Thus we assume f(x) (mod m) 
takes two noncongruent values a and b for OGX ~2t. Put 
g(x) = (fw - 4(f(x) - b). 
Then 
g(x)=dO+dl ; 
0 
+-+dzt 2: 
0 
with 4 EZ and g(x) =O (mod m) for 0 G x s 2t. Thus by Proposition 6, 4 = 
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0 (mod m) for 0 G i ~2t. In other words, 
(*I g(x)=0 (mod m) for all XCZ. 
If a and b are both divisible by pB with (Y > p 2 1, then p* divides the coefficients 
ci of f(x) by Proposition 6. Therefore p-@f(x) mod pa-’ takes two values p-@a and 
p-@b for 0 s x s 2t and it suffices to show that p-pf(x) takes two values modulo 
P *-@. Hence without loss of generality, we may assume that a = 0 and (b, p) = 1. 
Let x EL If (f(x), p) = 1, then (*) implies f(x) = b (mod m); while if (j(x), p) = p, 
we have (f(x)- b, p) = 1 and thus f(x) ~0 (mod m) from (*). This proves f(x) = a 
or b (mod m). 
We remark that the above argument fails when there are two distinct primes p 
and q dividing m such that a f b modulo p and modulo q, due to the existence of 
nontrivial zero divisors. 
The following lemma will be used repeatedly: 
Lemma 8. Let Q! = [log, t] and 
g(x) = f(x) +f(x + pa> +f(x + 2p”) + - * - +f(x -i- (p - 1)p”). 
Then 
(mod P). 
Proof. From definition, 
by Proposition 5. This is congruent to, by Proposition 3, 
modulo p. Applying Propositions 3 and 4 to the above sum, one sees that each 
summation but the last one is congruent to zero modulo p. 
Theorem 9. Let a = [log p t]. Suppose pa G t < (p - 1)~” and f(x) takes at most two 
values mod p. Then p divides ci for t B i 3 pa, or equivalently, f(x) mod p has period 
dividing pQ. 
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Proof. By Proposition 2, f(x) (mod p) has period dividing p”+l since t< p”+l. It 
suffices to show that 
f(x)~f(x+P”)~f(X+2p”)~. * *~f(x+(p-- 1)~“) (mod p) 
for OGxCp”. Put 
dx)=fb)+f(x+p”)+* * *+f(x+(p-1)p”). 
Lemma 8 implies that g(x) = 0 (mod p). Fix 0 s x < p”. There are at most two 
values modulo p among f(x), f(x +p”), . . . , f(x+(p- l)p”), say, N of them are 
congruent to a and p-N of them congruent to b (+a) modulo p. It then follows 
from 
g(x)=Nu+(p-N)b=N(a-b)=O (modp) 
that N=O (mod p). In other words, f(x), f(x + p”), _ . . , f(x +(p - 1)~“) are con- 
gruent to each other modulo p, as desired. 
Corollary 10. If f(x) takes two noncongruent values module p, then t > p - 1. 
Note that the lower bound p - 1 is sharp, as shown from the example f(x) = 
(,E,). More generally, for each (p - 1)~” s t <pot’, one can construct a polyno- 
mial 
m=43+4 (;)+- *+4(;), 
where 4 E Z and 4fO (mod p), such that fr(x) takes exactly two values modulo p. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
Write m = & prime pmtp). If for all but possibly one prime f(x) (mod pmCp’) takes 
one value, then f(x) (mod m) takes at most two values, following Proposition 7. 
This proves the sufficiency of (i). Before dealing with (ii), we make some reduction 
and general discussion. 
Let p be a prime. If f(x) (mod pm’p’) t a k es exactly two noncongruent values a 
and b and a - b E p’B - p”‘Z, then replacing f by p-‘(f(x) - a) and m by pmrnzT we 
may assume that f(x) (mod p) takes two noncongruent values. Moreover, for 
other prime q, f(x) (mod qrntq’ ) takes two values if and only if p-‘(f(x)- a) does. 
So we may further assume that for every prime p, either f(x) (mod pmtp)) is a 
constant or f(x) mod p takes two noncongruent values. Thus for each prime p 
occurring in m, f(x) mod p has period p* if and only if f(x) (mod pmCp’) does. 
Suppose that for some prime p occurring in m, f(x) (mod p) has period 
1~ ps c t + 1. Then the function F(x) = f(x + p”) agrees with f(x) (mod m) for 
0 c x c 2t - p’. Note that 
2t-p*at-ladegf(x)--F(x). 
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Therefore 
f(x)~F(x)zff(x+p*) (modm) for all XEZ. 
If q is another prime occurring in m, then f(x) mod q has period q8 for some 
/3 20. This combined with f(x) =f(x +p”) (mod q) implies f(x) = 
constant (mod q). In other words, f(x) zconstant (mod qmtq’). We have proven 
Proposition 11. Suppose that for some prime p occurring in m, f(x) (mod P”‘~‘) is 
nonconstant and has period s t + 1. Then for any other prime q occurring in m, 
f(x) = constant (mod q m’q’). In particular, f(x) (mod m) takes two values as x runs 
through all the integers. 
corollary 12, Iff( x ) is in H[x] and m is square free, then f(x) mod m takes at most 
two values for al2 x EZ. 
Proof. For each prime p dividing m, f (mod p) has period 1 or p. Assume that for 
some prime p occurring in m, f(x) (mod p) takes two noncongruent values, 
otherwise there is nothing to prove. Then by Corollary 10 we have t 2 p - 1. 
Apply Proposition 11 to obtain the desired conclusion. 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 1 under the assumption (ii). Denote by k 
the largest index i such that ci +O (mod p). If k <(p - l)p”, then f(x) (mod p) has 
period dividing p” s t by Theorem 9 and hence Theorem 1 follows from Proposi- 
tion 11. It remains to prove the case k = (p - 1)~“. From Lemma 8, the function 
g(x) = f(x) +f(x + p”) + * * * +f(x + (p - 1)p”) 
is congruent to ck f0 (mod p). Let a and b be the two noncongruent values 
modulo m taken by f(x) for 0 QX ~2t. Since a+ b (mod p) by hypothesis, the 
equation 
Ya+b-y)b=ck (PO) (modp) 
has a unique solution y with 0 s y s p. So for each 0 sx s t, we have 
x+(p-l)p”G 2t and there are exactly y of the numbers f(x), f(x + p”), . . . , f(x + 
(p - 1)~“) congruent to a and p - y of them congruent to b module m. This shows 
that 
(**I g(x) = c (mod m) 
for some constant c. 
We claim that f(x) sconstant (mod qmCq) ) for all primes q # p. Suppose other- 
wise. Let q be a prime other than p such that f(x) (mod q) takes two values. Let 
r be the largest index j such that q does not divide cr. Then O< r G t by 
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assumption. We have, modulo q, 
g(x) =fW +f(x + p”) + * * - +f(x + (p - 1)p”) 
-o~~,c~(:)+oZ,ci(“~p~)+’ * ~+o~src~(x+(p-l)p”) -_ 
=d,+d, ; +-- 0 .+&l(,t,)+p$) by Proposition 5 
= -c from (**). 
This implies that pc, ~0 (mod q), and consequently c, =O (mod q), contradicting 
our choice of r. Therefore f(x) is a constant mod q and hence mod q”‘(q), as 
claimed. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
5. conduding remarks 
The remaining case is that for every prime p such that f(x) (mod pmCp)) takes 
two noncdngruent values, the largest index i with q +O (mod p) is >(p - l)p”, 
where (Y = [log, t]. Many such examples have been computed. In all cases it 
turns out that there can exist at most one such kind of prime, and consequently 
f(x) (mod m) takes at most two values for x EZ. We feel that this is the truth. 
It would also be interesting to know the answer to the following generalized 
Question. For which integers m, n, t 22, a polynomial f(x) of degree t takes at 
most n values modulo m for x in Z provided that it does so for 0 s x s nt? 
If m is a prime, then n, t can be any integer 22, following 
as in the proof of Proposition 7, but considering instead 
the same argument 
where a,, . . . , a,, are the noncongruent values taken by f(x) (mod m). There are 
rn, n, t such that there exists a polynomial of degree t which takes at most n 
values modulo m for 06x s nt, but not for all integers X. The following example 
is communicated to the author by P. Frankl. Let p, q be two distinct odd primes 
with p-l dividing q-l. Let m=pq, n=3, t=q-1 and f(x)=(l+x)q-l. Then 
f(x) (mod pq) takes 3 values (not congruent to zero) for 0 sx < pq - 1 and 
f(pq - 1) ~0 (mod pq). Note that nt = 3(q - 1) c pq - 1. This example also shows 
that for the case y1= 3, there are modulus m and polynomial f(x) of degree t 
which takes more than 3 values modulo m on Z and which takes only 3 values 
modulo m on an interval of length greater than any given multiple of nt. 
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